“The only function of economic forecasting is to make astrology look respectable.”
- John Kenneth Galbraith

And, so it is with many organizations’ revenue forecasts. However, accurate revenue forecasting is an essential, yet overlooked, aspect of sound organizational management.

When revenue targets bear little resemblance to actual results, overall organizational morale goes down. Development and Executive Directors spend sleepless nights, and Boards get sick to their stomachs.

But, there is a way to avoid this pain.

“There is a planning path that can help organizations grow and prosper in good times and stay the course in rough times—a path that helps to eliminate surprises throughout the year.”
- Dyan Oldenburg, TREC Executive Director

Organizations really must make accurate revenue forecasting a part of every budget approval process. They must devote the time necessary to think strategically about revenue generation using several different analytical tools. The result of this rigor is that more accurate forecasting will be achieved, and more rational organizational decisions will be made based on these accurate forecasts.

A key point of understanding for revenue forecasting is that it is a process that requires focused and deliberate time and thought. Many organizations fail to do this upfront thinking and are met with disappointment or even catastrophe later on down the road.

The issue of accurate revenue forecasting is simple enough at its core. We need to figure out with a fair degree of certainty how much we can realistically collect over the course of the year. The most common sources of revenue to consider are foundation money, smaller membership gifts, major donor and Board gifts, and other money from fee-for-service work, contracts and interest.
One simple rule of revenue forecasting is that as a first step, revenue targets must be computed wholly independent from expense targets.

Often, we are told by those above us that “next year our budget will be X and you must now supply revenue numbers that will total the expenses.” Talk about a cart before the horse process that leads to unsubstantiated assumptions and “Hail Mary” wishes - this is it.

Look at historical trend lines and imagine, rather, a logical process where the person responsible for putting these targets together might determine the revenue forecast before determining the expenses. A good starting point for doing this might be to simply review past results from various sources and base projections on these historical trends.

For example, if three years ago we raised $250,000 from foundations (or major donors), two years ago $275,000 and last year $300,000, we have achieved roughly a ten percent per year increase. A historical trend line alone would tell us that our projection for the year should then be $330,000. Often this is about all the time we spend thinking strategically about our projections, which leads to...

Another simple rule of revenue forecasting—historical trend forecasting is not enough and must be cross-validated by other analysis tools.

Case-by-case analysis is another way to think about forecasting total revenues. Look at each of our foundation (or major donor) funders over the last three years, study their individual patterns, and apply what we know about each funder to her/his future projection.

For example, if the Quaking Aspen Foundation (or John and Mary Smith) gave us $100,000 three years ago, $150,000 two years ago, and $125,000 last year and also whispered to us that there might be more to give us in the upcoming year, we might rate them for a gift of $175,000 as a best case, and $150,000 as a worst case. Such a comprehensive sweep of the entire funder base will then lead to a best case and worst case forecast from foundations and major donors, which leads to another rule of forecasting...

Scenario forecasting is a powerful tool for organizational decision making because we can see what our best and worst case scenario might be. Our expense budget must reflect corresponding best and worst case spending.

- Kim Gilliam, TREC Senior Associate
Critical questions to answer about membership - There are a variety of questions you should try to answer before forecasting membership or smaller gift revenue.

• How many current members do you have and how much did they give last year?

• Of that income, how much came from member renewals, how much from special appeals, and how much from new member acquisition?

• What is our retention rate for members?

• How much emphasis will we place on increasing our total membership next year? Will that be accomplished by higher retention or through new acquisitions? How much will it cost and how much will we net in the process?

• What are our historical trend lines in overall membership revenues and what factors have lead to these trends (e.g. two years ago we had a challenge grant for new members that lead to generating 100 new members who gave average gifts of $35, or $3500 total)?

Small gift target setting - Once all of these questions have been examined, you can set a target number for renewals, a target number for appeals, and a target number for acquisition. These three totaled together become your overall target for smaller gifts for the year.

Another key to revenue forecasting is to quantify the amount of money you expect to raise from new foundations and new major donors. This ‘new’ money can then be added to the total you expect to raise from previous sources to create your total revenues for the year.

This isn’t an invitation to magical thinking, though. Be realistic about your organization’s track record of securing new money in the past few years as well as current economic conditions. If you have a strong record of acquiring new major donors or funders each year, then you might add this to your most probable fundraising scenario. On the other hand, if you haven’t been very successful or previously expended much effort to increase your number of major donors or funders, such predictions might lead to false hope and expectations that will result in a funding gap later in the year. In this case, any additional new donors or funders would only be included in the “Best Case Scenario” and should not be reflected in the corresponding expense budget.

Cash flow and burn rate - The last step in the process is a final check to measure that you accurately project the pace of anticipated revenues collected at any point of the year against your monthly “burn rate” of expenses. This ensures that either your monthly costs will be covered, or you have an organizational plan to deal with the negative cash flow months.

Steps to revenue forecasting in review:
• Detailed and logical analysis of each of your revenue centers
• Adjust them to factor in “new” money for the year
• Cross check them against historical trends
• Cross check them against cash flow
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“First cut” projected revenues - Only after you have thoroughly completed these steps are you ready to present your “first cut” projected revenues for the year. These projections can then be compared to the “first cut” expense budget for the year and here's the final big point…

If projected revenues and projected expenses are derived in independent fashion, they must then be reconciled.

To the degree that there is a wide gap between strategically forecasted revenues and planned expenditures, further adjustments must be made in either revenues, expenses, or both. After some back and forth within the organization in which both revenue and expense numbers are fully vetted, if the gap still exists, a determination must be made by the organization's leaders and the Board to either cut expenses further or to draw from cash reserves to make up the difference.

Once final revenue goals for the year have been set, they can then be transferred into the Statement of Development Objectives discussed in Training Resources for the Environmental Community - TREC's Fundraising Planning Report: Preparing for a Busy Year by Planning Ahead, and can and should be used as the benchmarks to monitor progress against for the balance of the year.

Plan the work; then work the plan

The concept is simple. Plan the work; then work the plan. The first step in a good development plan for the year is an accurate revenue forecast for where you must end up—it's like the GPS of fundraising.
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